
[deploy] in a day

6 units per truck moved by 2 people placed on jackpad foundation unpack separate pieces from base erect pieces on base 

cholera affects 
the large intestine 
causing perfuse &
acute diarrhea &
vomiting. leading 
to rapid dehdration 
and death if not 
treated.  

cholera bacteria 
comes from 

human 
waste and 

contaminates 
food 

or water

[mirebalais] start of out break

At the root of the Cholera problem in Haiti is water. People do not have access to 
safe water nor do they have a place to dispose of waste and waste water. If pro-
vided with these things the Haitian people would greatly decree their chances of 
getting Cholera.  This design is a mobile waste and water purifier in addition to 
facilites to treat Cholera. 

[haiti]  9.9 million people

80% live in poverty

[one week] spread throughout haiti

[cholera] contaminated river

80%daily water use

15 L haiti 
35 L recomended 

30 %  access to safe water
27%  access to basic sewage  

[lacking infrastructure] led to poor sanitation

[poor sanitation] so cholera spread quickly

[flatbed trucks] best for large transport23% paved roads

47% of world cholera is diagnosed in haiti
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[context] [concept] 

[treat] 
TREAT PEOPLE TREAT WATER 
A LONG TERM SOLUTION FOR CHOLERA IN HAITI



[treat] short term

23% paved roads

patient is isolated & treated water from a local source is pumped in & cleaned the water is then purified by solar rays in the roof treated safe water is stored & used for drinking & cleaning 

[Prevention] [Diagnosis] [Treatment] [Support - toilet]
[Different  layouts]
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[flexibility and organization diagrams]
2nd stage
mobile hospital
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vaccination 
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doctor room

prevention diagnosis

treatment
observation
hospitalization (acute)
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layer 6 
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panel
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layer 3 
bamboo structure

waste water
root zone treat. 
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[Coverage plan]
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[solar water 
purification system]
continuous cycle of water 
treatment)

[rain water]
collect

[energy]
solar panel

[roof]
polyethylene

[sunblind]
i=27%
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[foundation]
jack pak
conection between
the units

[water 
storage]
PVCA=2,25m²
V=0,675 m³ 

[rain water/ 
natural filter 
water storage]
PVC
A=0.56m²
V=0,17 m³ 

[natural filter]
PVC
A=1.68m²
V=0,50 m³ 

[Fundation plan]0 50 100 150
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[floor]
polyethylene

[bamboo
panel]
type 2

Unit
A=9m²

Circulation
A=4,5m²

[floor]
polyethylene

[waste water
root zones treat]
A=2,25m²
V=0,675 m³

[benches 
or kitchen 
garden]
A=2,25m²
V=0,675 m³

[Floor plan]

i=27%

along the river along the stream next to a wellwater flow

[different scenarios of intervention] 

[axonometric]

[6 boxes per truck][box contents]



[revitalize] long term

self sufficient water trement unit  after cholera 135 l/day low tech infrastructure that has a lasting impact on the community providing safe water &  proper disposal of waste water & waste,  preventing future outbreaks of cholera  
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er 1.   Solar Rays charge Solar Panel creating Energy 2.  Pump Controller takes solar 
energy and Powers Pumps 3.  A Pump Takes Water Out of Local Water Source & De-
posits Into The Rock Filtration System 4.  The Rock Filtration System purifies the 
local water taking out the Dirt But Not the Cholera 5.  A second pump moves the 
“Clean” water to The Solar Purification 6.  The Solar Purification Kills the Cholera 
bacteria with UV rays 7.  Clean Cholera free water is now Ready to Drink

1.  EcoSan Toilets are provided. Solid Waste is covered with Sod 
and Liquid Waste is separated  2.  Remove buckets of Waste and 
Sod every week 3.  SOIL Truck picks up containers and Transports 
them to the SOIL Waste Facility 4.  SOIL Waste Facility Processes 
Waste & turns it into Cholera Free Fertilized over 5 months. 5.  Fer-
tilizer is then used to Improve Haiti’s Soil for Growing Food

1.  Patient area is washed  down with Chlorine 
Water killing the Cholera 2.  The Waste Water is 
pushed into the Waste Water Chemical Filtration 
System 3.  The Waste Water runs through the 
system of layered rocks, dirt, sand and roots 
which passively clean the Waste Water 

[energy]

energy is a big problem in haiti, 
only 25% of the population has 
access to eletricity. the unit 
needs to have a independent  
energy system. 

solar panel 
daylightingthe system uses UV rays and 

heat supplied by the sun, to 
purify and to kill microbes, 
viruses and bacteria. the process 
takes about six hours. the 
container works like a pan, inside 
is coated aluminum and is 
covered with a glass panel.

[solar water]
purification

[rain water]
collect

[sunblind]
polyester 
membrane with 
acrylic 
coating,fastened 
on the bamboo 
structure.

135 L/day

[bamboo panel]
type 1
sectioned bamboo. this panel can 
make possible the daylighting and 
natural ventilation.

type 2
panel made with treated 
bamboo slats

[bamboo structure]
bamboo pieces 
(5cm diameter)

[kitchen garden]
using the compost poop  as fertilizer. 
can produce food for the community, 
can be a community kitchen garden

[waste water]
root zones treatment
water used for cleaning can be 
treated by the root system and then 
returned to the soil and the river.

the natural filter contains stones, sand 
and coal layers, it is responsible to 
remove trash and the chemical 
components such as smell, color and 
taste. after this process, the water is 
carried to the purification system.

[natural water filter]

[wattle door panel] 
 local and typical housing 
material

[bamboo panel]

[foundation]
jack pad
portable reusable 
foundation that vary height 
by stacking. good 
alternative to concrete. 

[floor]
polyethylene
covered by ruber textured 
mat. durable and easy to 
wash

[roof]

polyethylene
light, sturdy and weather 
resistant 

pvc

[unsafe water]
local natural water sources are of 
an unknown water quality. this 
water is contaminate with cholera

[water pipe]
type 1
unsafe water is pumped 
into the natural water filter 
where is processed and is 
cleaned but not purified  

[water pipe]
type 2
cleaned but still unsafe 
water is pumped up to 
solar water purifation

[water pipe]
type 3
piped purified safe cholera 
free water to storage area 
under the floor

[ventilation]
cool air from the river 
enters and warm air 
leaves. cools patient and 
wet areas fro cleaning 

[bamboo a long term resourse]
- low cost
- sustainable
- locally sourced
- earthquake safety
 material

- encourage local bamboo
plantation jobs
-be beneficial to the 
environment
-resolve some big problems
 in haiti, such erosin, 
deforestation
- flexible
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